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Superconducting nanowire single-photon detectors (SNSPDs)1

perform single-photon counting with exceptional sensitivity
and time resolution at near-infrared wavelengths.2 State-of-the-art
SNSPDs, based on 100 nm wide, 4�5 nm thick NbN nanowires,2

are vulnerable to constrictions,3 which significantly limit their
yield. Also, their detection efficiency becomes negligible beyond
2 μm wavelength,4 which makes them unsuitable for mid-infrared
applications.5�9 SNSPDs based on few-tens-of-nanometer-wide
nanowires are expected to efficiently detect mid-infrared photons
and to operate at low bias currents,4,10,11 so constrictionsmay have
less impact on their performance. Prior to this work, SNSPDs
based on nanowires narrower than 50 nm3 had not been demon-
strated due to two factors: (1) the SNSPD signal is roughly
proportional to the nanowire width,1 so narrow nanowires have
poor signal-to-noise ratio; (2) fabrication at these length scales is
extremely challenging. In this Letter we report on how we
addressed these issues and demonstrated efficient single-photon
detection (20% detection efficiency at 1550 nm wavelength) with
detectors based on ultranarrow (30 and 20 nm wide) nanowires.

We have demonstrated that 30 nm nanowire-width SNSPDs
are more responsive to 1550 nm wavelength photons and more
robust with respect to constrictions than previous detectors.

We fabricated SNSPDs based on 30 nmwide nanowires free of
geometrical constrictions for over 10 μm length (Figure 1a) and
measured the device detection efficiency (η) at 1550 nm wave-
length (λ) and the dark count rate (DCR) as a function of the
bias current (IB) of ∼200 detectors across six fabrication runs.

The detection efficiency of our 30 nm nanowire-width SNSPDs
showed a sigmoidal dependence on IB (Figure 1b), saturating at
∼18% above a cutoff current Ico ∼ 0.5 IC (the nanowire critical
current), while as a comparison, 90 nmnanowire-width SNSPDs did

not reach the Ico (Figure 1b). To quantify the spectral responsivity of
these devices, we used the ratio between the detection efficiency at
Ico and the normalized cutoff current (Ico/IC) at a certain wave-
length: r = ηIco/(Ico/IC). According to this figure of merit, ultra-
narrow-nanowire SNSPDs showed much higher responsivity to
1550 nm wavelength photons (r = 16.3) than previous detectors
(r = 9.6, assuming Ico = Isw) as they could reach the same detection
efficiency with a lower bias relative to IC. As the Ico is known to shift
to higher currents for longer wavelengths,12 these results suggest that
the sensitivity of ultranarrow-nanowire SNSPDs extends further
into the mid-infrared range than the sensitivity of standard SNSPDs.
Furthermore, due to the low Ico of 30 nm nanowire-width SNSPDs,
even a heavily constricted device could reach approximately the same
detection efficiency as a constriction-free device, while the detection
efficiencies of 90nmnanowire-width SNSPDswith the same absolute
and relative constriction were about 30% and 10 times lower than
a constriction-free device (Figure 1b).

As the SNSPD photoresponse amplitude is proportional to its
bias current1 and our 30 nmnanowire-width devices had a switching
current about three times lower than the 90 nm nanowire-width
devices, they exhibited a correspondingly lower signal and a signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR, the ratio of the photoresponse pulse amplitude
and the noise peak amplitude) ranging from 1.5 to 3.5. The device
sensitivity was then strongly dependent on the somewhat
arbitrary level of the discriminator trigger used to count the
photoresponse pulses. Although we could minimize the counts
triggered by the electrical noise (we call these counts false counts
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ABSTRACT: We report efficient single-photon detection (η = 20% at 1550 nm
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superconducting nanowire avalanche photodetectors, which we used to increase the
signal-to-noise ratio of ultranarrow-nanowire detectors by a factor of 4, thus relaxing the requirements on the read-out circuitry and
making the devices suitable for a broader range of applications.
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to distinguish them from true dark counts, triggered by the
detector) when targeting a specific detection efficiency, it was not
possible to eliminate them without sacrificing η (see Supporting
Information).

To address the issue of low SNR affecting ultranarrow-
nanowire SNSPDs without employing elaborate SQUID-based
read-out schemes,13 we studied superconducting nanowire ava-
lanche photodetectors (SNAPs).14 Our investigation led to three
key results: (1) the discovery of novel operation regimes of
SNAPs; (2) the understanding of the working principle of these
devices; and (3) the demonstration of an increase in SNR of a
factor of 4—sufficient to negate the effect of false counts.

An N-SNAP is the parallel connection of N nanowires
(Figure 2a) and can provide a photoresponse pulse with
N-times-larger amplitude than an SNSPD. The device is con-
nected in series with an inductor (LS) and in parallel with a read-
out resistor (Rload, Figure 2b). All the sections have nominally the
same kinetic inductance (L0), so at the steady state they should
be biased at the same current (IB/N). When one section switches
to the normal state after absorbing a photon (initiating section),
part of its current is redistributed among the still-superconduct-
ing sections (secondary sections) and Rload. The theoretical
working principle of SNAPs is that,14 if IB is higher than a
threshold value (the avalanche current, IAV), the current from the
initiating section switches all of the secondary sections to the
normal state, so that most of the current flowing through the
device (∼N times larger than the current carried by a single
section) is diverted to the read-out.

According to the analysis of the device operation conducted so
far,14 the initiating section redistributes all of its current to the
secondary sections (we called this assumption perfect redistribution).
As this simplified analysis did not fit the experimental data,15 we
developed an alternative model of SNAPs, based on the

electrothermal simulation of each section of the device.16 Perform-
ing simulations at different valuesof IB (Figure 2c andd),we estimated
IAV for each value of N. As the electrothermal model predicts
that the initiating section switches back to the superconduct-
ing state before being completely depleted of its current
(Figure 2d), higher bias currents are required to trigger an
avalanche than expected by assuming perfect redistribution
(Figure 2e).

To assess the validity of our model, we fabricated and
characterized 30 nm nanowire-width SNAPs designed to have
two to four sections in parallel (∼200 devices across four
fabrication runs).

We measured DCR and η of our devices as a function of IB
(Figure 3a). The η vs IB curve of 2-SNAPs showed a classic
sigmoidal shape, as observed for SNSPDs. However, the η vs IB
curves of 3- and 4-SNAPs showed three inflections before over-
lapping with the curves of the other devices. Following ref 15, we
defined the experimental SNAP avalanche current to be at the first
inflection point of the η vs IB curves (IB = I1, see Supporting
Information), but the values of IAV we obtained from this approach
(Figure 2e) could not be fitted by any of themodels discussed so far.

To gain better insight on the device operation, we measured η at
different light intensities and the jitter as a function of IB for 3- and
4-SNAPs (Figure 3b�e). As expected for a single-photon detector,
ηwas independent of the photon flux (μ) at bias currents exceeding
the highest inflection point (Figure 3b and c), as the detector count
rate increased linearly with μ (see inset of Figure 3b). However, at
lower biasη unexpectedly decreasedwhen increasingμ, as the count
rate had a sublinear dependence onμ (inset of Figure 3b). The jitter
vs IB curves exhibited one (3-SNAP, Figure 3d) or two (4-SNAP,
Figure 3e) abrupt discontinuities. These data suggested that radical
changes in the device operation took place as the bias current was
varied.

Figure 1. SNSPDs based on 30 nm wide nanowires. (a) Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of an SNSPD hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ)
mask on NbN. The nanowires are 30 nm wide and the pitch is 100 nm (inset), covering an active area of 1.03 μm � 1.14 μm (dashed frame). See
Supporting Information for the device fabrication process. (b) Device detection efficiency at λ = 1550 nm as a function of normalized bias current for
constricted and constriction-free SNSPDs based on 30 nm wide and 90 nm wide nanowires. We assumed the constriction to be a reduction of the
nanowire superconducting cross-sectional area with respect to the nominal value.We quantified the device constriction state by estimating the area of the
nonsuperconducting part of the nanowire cross section as σc = σn(1 � ISW/IC), where σn is the nominal nanowire cross section, estimated from the
nanowire width (measured by SEM) and thickness (estimated from thematerial deposition time and rate), ISW is the device switching current, defined as
the bias current at which the device switches from the superconducting to the normal state, and IC is the device critical current, experimentally defined as
the highest measured ISW of the devices fabricated on the same film for the ultranarrow-nanowire SNSPDs (IC = 7.2 μA) and extracted from kinetic
inductance vs IBmeasurements

3 for the 90 nmnanowire-width SNSPDs (IC = 18.8�20.1μA). The device detection efficiencywas calculated asη=H (CR�
DCR)/Nph, where CR is the count rate measured when the SNSPDwas illuminated, DCR is the count rate measured when the SNSPDwas not illuminated,
H is a normalization factor (see Supporting Information), andNph is the number of photons per second incident on the device active area. The Ico (defined to
be at the inflection point of the η vs IB curves) of the 30 nm wide nanowire-width SNSPDs is marked with a black arrow (see Supporting Information).
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We developed a newmodel of the SNAP operation at different
bias currents, which qualitatively agrees with the experimental
results of Figure 3b�e.

In this model, we assumed that the current at which η became
independent of intensity (I*, see Supporting Information) was
the true SNAP avalanche current. For IB > I*, each hot-spot
nucleation (HSN) event (due to either a dark count or a photon
absorption) triggers an avalanche (Figure 2c). For I1 < IB < I*,
two subsequent HSN events (which we named “arm” and
“trigger”) are necessary to create one avalanche. To illustrate
the arm-trigger regime, we modeled a 3-SNAP biased below its
IAV (Figure 4a). After the first HSN event (arm), the current
redistributes from the initiating section and biases the secondary
sections very close to their ISW. At this point, the 3-SNAP
behaves as a pseudo-2-SNAP, biased above its IAV, so a second
HSN event (trigger) in one of the remaining sections can trigger
the avalanche.

This model does not clarify why the jitter increases with
decreasing IB, but it suggests a root cause for the steps in the jitter
vs IB curves shown in panels d and e of Figure 3. Indeed, we can

reasonably suppose that as the bias current was decreased below
I*, the devices transitioned from operating as 3-SNAPs
(4-SNAPs), biased slightly above IAV (in a high-jitter regime),
to operating as pseudo-2-SNAPs (3-SNAPs), biased far above
IAV (in a low-jitter regime). We attribute the second jitter step
measured only for 4-SNAPs to the fact that these devices further
transitioned to operating as pseudo-2-SNAPs.17 Our model also
qualitatively explains the intensity dependence of η for I1 < IB <
I*. Indeed, at high photon fluxes, it is more likely that both the
arm and trigger events are photon absorptions so that not every
absorbed photon results in an avalanche, while at low photon
fluxes, only one photon absorption may suffice to create an
avalanche, as a dark count event may occur before another
photon is absorbed.

To quantitatively support our model, we measured the
histograms of the avalanche interarrival time of a 4-SNAP biased
above and below I* (Figure 4b). The two histograms are radically
different and are each independently in close agreement with the
avalanche interarrival time probability distributions calculated
from the experimental values of η, μ, and DCR by assuming in

Figure 2. Superconducting nanowire avalanche photodetectors (SNAPs). (a) Colorized SEM image of a 3-SNAP resist (HSQ)mask onNbNwith each
section colored differently. (b) Equivalent electrical circuit of a 3-SNAP. (c, d) Electrothermal simulation of the current dynamics after photodetection
through Rload (Iout, in black), through the initiating section (Ii, in red), and through the two secondary sections (Is, in blue, identical) of a 3-SNAP at
different IB (see ref 16 for details on the model). At “high” bias (IB = 0.9 ISW, Figure 2c), the current redistribution is sufficient to trigger an avalanche.
Arrows mark the instants at which the initiating section switches to the normal state after absorbing a photon (arrow labeled “photon”), the avalanche
starts (arrow labeled “avalanche”), and the initiating section switches back to the superconducting state (arrow labeled “superconducting”). Note that the
amplitude of the current pulse through Rload is about three times higher than the bias current through a single section. At “low” bias (IB = 0.7 ISW,
Figure 2d), the current redistribution in the secondary sections is not sufficient to make them switch, so no avalanche is triggered. (e) IAV vsN calculated
by assuming perfect redistribution (in black, see Supporting Information) and simulated by using the electrothermal model (in red). First-inflection
current (I1, in blue) and intensity-independent current (I*, in green) extrapolated from the η vs IB curves presented in Figure 3a�c. We took the
experimental error on the values of I1 and I* (see error bars) to be twice the step size at which the η vs IB curves were acquired.
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the first case that one avalanche was created by each HSN event
and in the second case by two subsequent HSN events. This
agreement between theory and experiment with no free para-
meters supported the validity of our model and justified our
identification of IAV with I*. The experimental values of IAV

obtained with our convention were in close agreement with the
results of the electrothermal model (Figure 2e), which provided
further support to our operational model of the device. We could
therefore conclude that while in avalanche regime SNAPs
operated as standard single-photon detectors, in arm-trigger

Figure 3. Detection efficiency and jitter of SNAPs vs normalized bias current. (a) η at 1550 nmwavelength and DCR (inset) vs normalized bias current
(ratio of bias current and switching current of each device, IB/ISW) for an SNSPD, a 2-SNAP, a 3-SNAP, and a 4-SNAP based on 30 nm wide nanowires (in
black, red, green, and blue, respectively). The devices were designed by integrating in parallel the same 1.47μm� 230 nm sectionN = 1, 2, 3, 4 times. The
series inductance of theN-SNAPs was designed to satisfy the condition LS (N� 1)/L0 = 10, where L0 = 13 nH is the kinetic inductance of one section
(estimated from the fall time of the SNSPD response pulse). The detector switching currents were ISW = 7.2 μA (SNSPD); 13.4 μA (2-SNAP); 18.1 μA
(3-SNAP); 28.4 μA (4-SNAP). The photon fluxes (expressed in photons per second, photons/s) on the detector active area were μ = 5.5 Mphotons/s
(SNSPD); 12Mphotons/s (2-SNAP); 19Mphotons/s (3-SNAP); 25Mphotons/s (4-SNAP). (b, c) η vs IB/ISW of the 3-SNAP (b) and 4-SNAP (c) of
panel a under different illumination conditions. (b, inset) Detector count rate (CR -DCR) vs photon flux for the 3-SNAP of Figure 3b biased above (IB =
0.9 ISW, dark red) and below (IB = 0.74 ISW, dark green) the highest inflection point of the η vs IB curve (see dark red and dark green arrows in panel b).
(d, e) Jitter as a function of the normalized bias current of a 3-SNAP (d) and a 4-SNAP (e). We defined the jitter as the full width at half-maximum of the
instrument response function (IRF). See Supporting Information for further details.
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Figure 4. SNAP operation mechanism. (a) Electrothermal simulation of the current through the read-out resistor (Iout, in black) and the sections of a
3-SNAP (I1,2,3, in red, blue, and green, respectively) biased below IAV. One HSN event was set to happen in section 1 at time = 0 s (arm event) and
another in section 2 at time = 1 ns (trigger event). (b) Histograms of the avalanche interarrival time (the time between the arrival of two subsequent
avalanches) of a 4-SNAP illuminated with a continuous wave laser emitting at 1550 nm (see Supporting Information) operating in avalanche regime
(IB = 0.98 ISW, in blue) and in arm-trigger regime (IB = 0.78 ISW, in black). Plots of the interarrival time probability distribution generated with equations
(S.1) (in red) and (S.2) (in green) in Supporting Information by using the experimental values of η, μ, and DCR and no free parameters. The device
detection efficiency was η = 18%; the photon fluxes were μ = 48 Mphotons/s (blue and red curves) and 24 Mphotons/s (black and green curves); the
dark count rates (dominated by background light) were DCR = 1.7 Mcounts/s (blue and red curves) and 81 kcounts/s (black curve).

Figure 5. SNAPs based on 20 nmwide nanowires. (a) SEM image of a 4-SNAP resist (HSQ)mask onNbN.The nanowires were 20 nmwide and the pitchwas
100 nm. The active area (defined as in Figure 1a) was 1.4μm2. (b) η at 1550 nmwavelength as a function of the normalized bias current (ratio of bias current and
switching current of each device, IB/ISW) for a 2-, 3-, and 4-SNAP (in red, green, and blue, respectively). The devices were designed by integrating in parallel the
same 1.22μm� 220 nm sectionN= 2, 3, 4 times. The series inductance of theN-SNAPswas designed to satisfy the conditionLS (N� 1)/L0 = 10. The detector
switching currents were ISW = 8.4 μA (2-SNAP); 15.1 μA (3-SNAP); 18.1 μA (4-SNAP). Inset. Single-shot oscilloscope traces of the photoresponse pulse of an
SNSPD, a 2-SNAP, a 3-SNAP, and a 4-SNAPbasedon20nmwidenanowires (in black, red, green, andblue, respectively), showing the improvedSNRachievedby
increasing the number of parallel sections of SNAPs. The devices were biased at IB = 0.9 ISW. The curves are normalized by the maximum amplitude of the
SNSPD pulse.
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regime they operated as multiphoton counters, responding with
a single pulse to a sequence of two or three HSN events.

Using SNAPs we could read out the photoresponse of 20 nm
wide nanowire (Figure 5a). The SNR of 20 nm nanowire-width
SNSPDs was ∼1.5 maximum, which resulted in unacceptably
frequent false counts. However, with 2-, 3-, and 4-SNAPs it was
possible to increase the SNR by factors of∼2, 3, and 4, respectively
(inset of Figure 5b) and achieveη∼ 17% (Figure 5b) and negligible
false counts (<10�2 counts/s). The sensitivity of 20 nm wide
nanowires is expected to extend to even longer wavelengths than
30 nm wide nanowires.10

In conclusion, we demonstrated efficient single-photon detection
(η = 17�20% at 1550 nm wavelength) with 20 and 30 nm wide
superconducting nanowires, which showed to be more responsive
to 1550 nm wavelength photons and more robust to constrictions
than wider nanowires. We also improved our understanding of the
physics of the SNAPdevice concept and quantitatively characterized
the trade-off existing between the SNAP SNR (which increases with
the number of sections in parallel N) and the bias-current range in
which they operate as low-jitter single-photon detectors (which
decreaseswith increasingN). Finally, we usedSNAPs to increase the
signal-to-noise ratio of ultranarrow-nanowire detectors by a factor of
4, thus relaxing the requirements on the read-out circuitry and
making the devices suitable for a broader range of applications.
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